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FICON CUP Brief History and 
Functional Review



Control Unit Port-CUP

• CUP on FICON is a legacy of CUP on ESCON
• The 9032-5 ESCON Directors had an in-band management capability 

that utilized an embedded port in the control processing cards to 
provide a communications path to an MVS console

– Reporting hardware errors up to MVS (Helpdesk)
– Blocking and unblocking ports through the Prohibit Dynamic Connectivity 

Mask  (PDCMs)
– Basic performance monitoring

• When switched-FICON was being engineered, IBM wanted to be sure 
that its users would have a consistent look and feel between ESCON and 
FICON including CUP
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FICON CUP

• CUP = Control Unit Port (an embedded not physical port)
– “FE”

– Allows in-band management of Directors from the management applications on a Mainframe

– Used for configuration, monitoring, and error handling

• CUP support is provided by all z Systems qualified FICON SAN vendors
– Usually it is an optional licensed feature

– Supported in single or cascaded FICON environments

• FICON CUP is typically used by customers with:
– SA/zOS (System Automation software) 

– RMF (Resource Measurement Facility)
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CUP for RMF and Systems Automation

• This is a simplified representation of an FICON environment and how CUP might fit into that environment.

• Best practice is to have two CHPIDS with access to each CUP

• FICON Cascading requires implementing, high integrity, safe switching fabrics.

• Safe switching describes the System Automation process of path removal. Simply stated, safe switching is a process that 
involves contacting all systems in a sysplex and verifying a path can be removed before it is actually removed.1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a simplified representation of an FICON environment and how CUP fits into that environment. Best practices is to have two or more CHPIDS with access to the CUP and implement safe switching. Safe switching describes the System Automation process of path removal. Simply stated, safe switching is a process that involves contacting all systems in a sysplex and verifying a path can be removed before it is actually removed.Safe switching is the ability to manipulate ports and adjust path status non-disruptively. In order for System Automation I/O operations to provide safe switching, the System Automation I/O must have access to all switches. All the switches must be online as I/O devices on all the systems where System Automation is running in order to verify that a path can be removed before the path is actually removed.Footnote 1: Safe switching is the ability to manipulate ports and adjust path status non-disruptively. In order for System Automation I/O operations to provide safe switching, the System Automation I/O must have access to all switches. All the switches must be online as I/O devices on all the systems where System Automation is running in order to verify that a path can be removed before the path is actually removed.



Defining CUP in HCD

The CUP address is always FE 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Footnote 1:ESCON and FICON were designed so that they could “see” and “communicate” with storage control units. CUP allows a user to create a pseudo-storage control unit out of a switching device. It does this by allowing the switch to have an address (0xFE) that is configured just like a storage control unit is configured. ESCON/FICON do not know the difference and is OK with this as long as it follows all the rules. The CUP license activates an internal port 0xFE, shuts off any external port 0xFE, and accepts commands and communications with z/OS.Without the FMS license a FICON switching device is just an expensive piece of wire. FICON cannot address or communicate with wire so a non-CUP enabled switch is a fairly dumb device.This is an example of how CUP would be defined in a sample FICON environment. The assumption made is the FICON director has a Domain ID (DID) of 7A. The CUP address is always FE and a specific CUP address notation in a fabric is dd-FE-xx, where dd is the domain ID of the director/switch, FE is the embedded CUP port address, and xx is 00. With multiple directors/switches in a fabric with CUP, define them all in the same way, but the LINK statement will have the different domain IDs of the different switches, i.e. LINK=(61FE) or LINK=(6EFE), etc. From one, and only one LPAR path, RMF communicates with each FICON director/switch in turn, requesting that its FE port dump all FICON port statistics down to the mainframe. RMF then distributes that information to all the other LPARs on the mainframe and a FICON switching device report is generated for each FICON director/switch with CUP.



Traditional FICON CUP Uses



In Band Management

• Host based management programs such as System Automation for z/OS 
through CUP can manage the FICON switching devices.

– Commands sent to the switch CU defined in IOCDS and HCD.
– 42 CUP commands (CCWs) defined in the FICON Director Programming 

Interface for monitoring and controlling FICON switch functions.
– Blocking/unblocking and port prohibits
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Error Reporting

• It is usually important to get the Service Information Messages (SIM) to 
the MVS operator consoles for FICON device hardware failures.

• CUP provides the mechanism for FICON switch related hardware errors 
to be reported to z/OS against a device number.

– If the switch is not defined as an I/O device through the use of CUP, 
and/or that I/O device is not online to z/OS, then switch related 
errors cannot be surfaced up to z/OS so that it can take appropriate 
actions
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Performance Management and Monitoring

• FICON Dynamic Channel Path Management (FICON DCM) requires CUP.
• Port Decommissioning feature on the FICON switching devices requires 

CUP.

• RMF reporting on FICON switching devices (RMF 74-7 record) requires 
CUP.
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FICON Director Activity Report (RMF 74-7 Record)

• The FICON Director Activity Report captures information about a 
Domain ID based on an interval which is set for RMF.

• In essence, the report captures a snapshot of data and the counters 
based on a time interval, such as 20 minutes. 

• This RMF report is often overlooked but contains very meaningful data 
concerning FICON I/O performance - in particular, frame pacing delay

• Frame pacing delay, only captured when CUP is active on a switch, is a 
fabric-wide method that z/OS management capabilities can use to 
indicate a port’s BB_Credit starvation potential issues
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FICON CUP Diagnostics and 
Reporting



Brocade CUP Diagnostics

• CUP Diagnostics, provides z Systems with visibility into fabric events that the 
z/OS operating system has historically not been aware of in the past.

• Complex configurations can result in FICON fabric issues that provide 
unacceptable I/O service times to application users:
 RMF might show average service times higher than normal and matching I/O 

queuing reports show abnormally high “initial command response” times 
 Before the CUP Diagnostic enhancements, it was very problematic to identify 

a single root cause for these issues or where in the fabric a problem might 
have originated
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Identify routing issues and transceiver health

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Switch (CUP) Diagnostics function is intended to identify possible routing related issues and/or characteristics.With CUP Diagnostics, a new fabric wide diagnostic command channel program is provided to enable z/OS® to obtain fabric topology, collect diagnostic information such as performance data, determine the health of the fabric, generate a diagnostic log on the switch, and resolve problems in the fabric. The diagnostic command is issued as a channel program to a special device called the control unit port (CUP) device, also called the switch or control device. The CUP device is simulated as a special firmware load on the switch that allows z/OS to issue channel programs to it. The CUP device is defined in z/OS as an actual device and brought online.The control unit definition for the CUP device consists of one or more channel paths attached to the switch with a special destination port of FE. This destination port allows the switch to determine that the request is being routed to the CUP device, rather than a real destination port on the switch.A switch device also provides an unsolicited unit check that indicates that one or more switches or ports in the fabric is operating at less than optimal capability, called a health summary unit check. This will trigger z/OS to retrieve the diagnostic information from the switch to further diagnose the problem. The sense data will identify the source and destination ports to be used for the query.The z/OS exploitation of the diagnostic command will consist of the following in z/OS V2R1:Setting the diagnostic interval at device initialization.Enhance the D M=DEV command to display the path through the fabric and the health of the fabric and its components.Generate a Health Check that is initiated after an error or anomaly is detected, such as a command response time (CMR) or I/O rate discrepancy on a path, or when a diagnostic health check is generated by the switch.



Brocade CUP Diagnostics

• Currently there are two distinct capabilities:

• The use of CUP Diagnostics by the z/OS Display Matrix command to see frame 
routing and SFP health data (FOS 7.1)

• The use of CUP Diagnostics through triggered MAPS events (FOS 7.4). 

– MAPS can proactively notify z Systems about abnormal conditions in the fabric that 
may impact either performance or reliability of the I/O traffic traversing through the 
fabric
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Identify routing issues and transceiver health

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Switch (CUP) Diagnostics function is intended to identify possible routing related issues and/or characteristics.With CUP Diagnostics, a new fabric wide diagnostic command channel program is provided to enable z/OS® to obtain fabric topology, collect diagnostic information such as performance data, determine the health of the fabric, generate a diagnostic log on the switch, and resolve problems in the fabric. The diagnostic command is issued as a channel program to a special device called the control unit port (CUP) device, also called the switch or control device. The CUP device is simulated as a special firmware load on the switch that allows z/OS to issue channel programs to it. The CUP device is defined in z/OS as an actual device and brought online.The control unit definition for the CUP device consists of one or more channel paths attached to the switch with a special destination port of FE. This destination port allows the switch to determine that the request is being routed to the CUP device, rather than a real destination port on the switch.A switch device also provides an unsolicited unit check that indicates that one or more switches or ports in the fabric is operating at less than optimal capability, called a health summary unit check. This will trigger z/OS to retrieve the diagnostic information from the switch to further diagnose the problem. The sense data will identify the source and destination ports to be used for the query.The z/OS exploitation of the diagnostic command will consist of the following in z/OS V2R1:Setting the diagnostic interval at device initialization.Enhance the D M=DEV command to display the path through the fabric and the health of the fabric and its components.Generate a Health Check that is initiated after an error or anomaly is detected, such as a command response time (CMR) or I/O rate discrepancy on a path, or when a diagnostic health check is generated by the switch.



Switch (CUP) Diagnostics – APAR

• OA40548
– NEW FUNCTION APAR TO SUPPORT THE SWITCH CUP DIAGNOSTICS FUNCTION

• New keywords
– ROUTE and HEALTH have been added to the D M=DEV command which will allow the 

route through the fabric to be displayed in response to the command being issued

• Two new z/OS IBM Health Checks
– IBMIOS,IOS_FABRIC_MONITOR and IBMIOS,IOS_IORATE_MONITOR have been added 

to recognize certain problems within the fabric
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http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=isg1OA40548
https://www-01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSLTBW_2.2.0/com.ibm.zos.v2r2.e0zl100/iosfabricmon.htm
https://www-01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSLTBW_2.2.0/com.ibm.zos.v2r2.e0zl100/iosioratemon.htm


D M=DEV – Support for ROUTE / HEALTH

• z/OS MVS System Commands (SA22-7627)
• D M={DEVICE|DEV}( / devnum,(chp))

– ROUTE={TODEV|FROMDEV|BOTH}
• TODEV

– Displays the route through the fabric, starting with the channel and going to the 
device

• FROMDEV
– Displays the route through the fabric, starting with the device and going to the 

channel
• BOTH

– Displays the route through the fabric in both directions
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D M=DEV – Support for ROUTE / HEALTH

• z/OS MVS System Commands (SA22-7627)
• D M={DEVICE|DEV}( / devnum,(chp))

– HEALTH
• Displays the health information, which includes the utilization, average delay, and 

error counts, for the fabric, switch, and port

• For a description of the display format, see message IEE583I
• Use Look At or use the MVS System Messages books
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Brocade CUP Diagnostics and D M= command
Identify routing related issues and information about transceiver health

• Fundamental capability - FOS 7.1.0c and higher

• Enables ROUTE and HEALTH keywords on   the 
Display Matrix (e.g. D M=) z/OS command.  

• Proactively exposes information directly from the 
switch making fabric operations more visible to z/OS 

• Flow Descriptions:
– ROUTE=TODEV / FROMDEV

• Show path through the fabric from channel                   
to the device or device to the channel

– HEALTH

• Adds SFP power levels, transmit/receive utilization 
stats, and error counts to the report
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D M=DEV(A000,(09)),ROUTE=TODEV,HEALTH



Group
Port   Type   From     To         Agg Dyn Speed      Misc
45   Entry  Chan     Agg- FA ..     ..          16G        Static
FA   Exit   A000    B3OA     FA        ..    16G

Switch Domain=B3, Type=Destination Director
Group

Port Type   From       To         Agg Dyn Speed     Misc
0A   Entry  22FA       B360     FA         ..         16G       Static
60   Exit    Agg- CU          ..          ..         16G        ......

22 B3

CHPID
09

Port
45

Port
60

UNITADD
A000

CUP CUP 

(Reports only the Master ISL Link
from the trunking aggregation) 

(Aggregate-F8)
4 ISL Links

(Aggregate-E0)
4 ISL Links

F8, F9, FA, FB 

E0, E1, E2, E3 

 08, 09, 0A, 0B

 10, 11, 12, 13

CUP Diagnostics and D M= z/OS command
Command Output Example  - Routing Information

Changes to the Display Matrix command (D M=DEV) 
describes the path through the fabric and the health of 
the fabric and its components.

D M=DEV(A000,(09)),ROUTE=TODEV,HEALTH
DEVICE 0A000   STATUS=ONLINE

Source to destination routing information follows:

Switch Domain=22, Type=Source Director
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The display matrix command (D M=) now shows how frames will move between a CHPID and a control unit or from a CU to the CHPID, even over ISL links.In the routing portion of the display output, information for each switch in the path is displayed, which includes its domain and switch type.  The definition of the switch type depends upon the number of switches in the path between the channel and device, and the position of the switch within the path.  If there is only one switch, the switch type is shown as Only Director.  If there is more than one switch, the first switch is known as the Source Director and the last switch is known as the Destination Director.  If there are any switches between the source director and the destination director, see Figure 6, each of those switches is known as an Intermediate Director.From the example output above, you can see that the route from the channel to the device travels through two switches, domains 22 (i.e. source director) and B3 (destination director).  The channel is connected to entry port 45 on switch domain 22, as indicated by the “From” column for that port.  The “To” column for the same port indicates that I/O requests originating from this port are routed to ISL aggregate FA (i.e. 4 trunked links).  FOS v7.2 did not try to make any distinction between trunked and non-trunked ISL connections.  Therefore only a single ISL link is shown in the output.  Fabric Shortest Path First (FSPF) provided CUP Diagnostics with a list of possible egress ports and CUP Diagnostics simply chose the first egress port shown in that list as the Master ISL Link.For entry ports, the physical connection appears under the “From” column and represents either a channel, control unit, or a single port on another switch.  The logical connection appears under the “To” column and represents a single port or a group of ports on the same switch, depending on the routing and grouping methods.For exit ports, the logical connection appears under the “From” column and always represents a single entry port on the same switch.  The physical connection appears under the “To” column and represents either a channel, control unit, or a single port on another switch.FOS v7.3 and beyond will provide additional information about individual trunk ISL links that FOS 7.2 does not.  If you examine Figure 2 you will see that there are two trunks of four ISL links each.  Each trunk is an “aggregation” of ISL links and is identified using the lowest port number in the group.  In this case the source switch is domain ID 22 so the aggregation designations are for Domain ID 22 flowing frames to Domain ID B3.  That makes the first ISL aggregation for Domain ID 22 aggregation-F8 and the second ISL aggregation for Domain ID 22 aggregation-E0.The information for the destination director B3 can be interpreted in a similar manner.  Entry port 0A is within the aggregation group FA and it routes the I/O requests to port 60 on the same switch.  Once again there is no distinction between trunked and non-trunked ISL connections.  Therefore only a single ISL link is shown in the output chosen from the FSPF list.Although port 60 will have data routed to it from multiple ISL entry ports on the switch, it was not possible to indicate that to the user in this FOS version.  Port 60 is not part of an aggregate group and therefore contains “..” in that column.  The storage device control unit is connected to port 60.Note that in this static routing example (i.e. Port-based Routing) the information in the “Misc” column indicates that I/Os are being statically routed.  In the FOS v7.2 version of CUP Diagnostics there is no recognition of Device-based Routing (DBR) or FICON Dynamic Routing (i.e. Exchange-based Routing) capabilities on ISL connections.



CUP Diagnostics Optical Signal
Command Output Example – Health Information
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Health information follows:
Fabric Health=No health issues

Switch Domain=22, Health=No health issues
%Util %Delay   Error Count  Opt Signal

Port Health       Trn/Rcv Trn/Rcv Trn/Recv Trn/Recv
45  Port Normal 99/99      0/0      0/0        -4.8/-6.6
FA  Port Normal 99/99      4/0      0/0        -4.9/-6.6

Switch Domain=B3, Health=No health issues

%Util %Delay   Error Count Opt Signal
Port Health       Trn/Rcv Trn/Rcv Trn/Recv Trn/Recv
08  Port Normal 99/99     99/99      0/0         -2.5/ -3.8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the health option of the display matrix command will provide information about every SFP+ that is transited by a frame from its source to its target.This is where the user can see the signal strength being generated by each SFP+ for both Transmit and ReceiveFor the health portion of the display, a description of the health of the fabric, each switch, and each port is displayed, as well as the following information for each port: When the Host makes a Health-type query to the CUP/Fabric, the CUP can supply Health Summary Codes for each node (Director or Port), that has an abnormal condition.   Associated with each HSC Code is an HSC Text string that describes the condition.  This is the text that is displayed in the “Health” column of the z/OS display. The % transmit/receive utilization indicates the percent utilization of the total transmit or receive bandwidth available at the port.The % transmit delay is the percent of time that the frame transmission was delayed because no buffer credits were available on the port. The % receive delay is the percent of time that the port was unable to receive frames because all receive frames were utilized.The error count is the number of errors detected on the port affecting the transmission or receipt of frames on the port. This is a sum of the errors counted over the fabric diagnostic interval, which is set to 30 seconds by z/OS®.The optical signal column indicates the signal strength of the fibre optic signal being transmitted/received by this port, in units of dBm (i.e. denotes an absolute power level measured in decibels and referenced to 1 milliwatt).This example of the health data shows that there are some health problems within the fabric as shown by the fabric and switch text Port Error.  There are a combination of bottleneck detected errors, slow draining device detected errors and some ports that have been fenced.  Note:  The errors above were manufactured by the author so that the reader could see some of the possible error indications that a user might experience during actual operations.  The text provided in the fabric health, switch health, and port health is switch-vendor-specific.  If any data is not valid,”..” is displayed in the appropriate column.



CUP Diagnostics – Find Optical Signal Specs

Health information follows:
Fabric Health=Port Error

Switch Domain=22, Health=BRD020-Port Error
%Util %Delay    Error Count     Opt Signal

Port Health                 Trn/Rcv Trn/Rcv Trn/Recv Trn/Recv
45  BRP031-Bottleneck Detect 99/0     0/0       0/0          -4.8/-6.6
F8  No health issues                  32/44    4/0       0/0          -4.9/-6.6
09  BRP030-Port Fenced 0/0     0/0       0/0            ../-6.6
FA  No health issues                 32/44     4/0      0/0          -4.9/-6.6
FB  No health issues                  32/44    4/0       0/0          -4.9/-6.6
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the health option of the display matrix command will provide information about every SFP+ that is transited by a frame from its source to its target.This is where the user can see the signal strength being generated by each SFP+ for both Transmit and ReceiveFor the health portion of the display, a description of the health of the fabric, each switch, and each port is displayed, as well as the following information for each port: When the Host makes a Health-type query to the CUP/Fabric, the CUP can supply Health Summary Codes for each node (Director or Port), that has an abnormal condition.   Associated with each HSC Code is an HSC Text string that describes the condition.  This is the text that is displayed in the “Health” column of the z/OS display. The % transmit/receive utilization indicates the percent utilization of the total transmit or receive bandwidth available at the port.The % transmit delay is the percent of time that the frame transmission was delayed because no buffer credits were available on the port. The % receive delay is the percent of time that the port was unable to receive frames because all receive frames were utilized.The error count is the number of errors detected on the port affecting the transmission or receipt of frames on the port. This is a sum of the errors counted over the fabric diagnostic interval, which is set to 30 seconds by z/OS®.The optical signal column indicates the signal strength of the fibre optic signal being transmitted/received by this port, in units of dBm (i.e. denotes an absolute power level measured in decibels and referenced to 1 milliwatt).This example of the health data shows that there are some health problems within the fabric as shown by the fabric and switch text Port Error.  There are a combination of bottleneck detected errors, slow draining device detected errors and some ports that have been fenced.  Note:  The errors above were manufactured by the author so that the reader could see some of the possible error indications that a user might experience during actual operations.  The text provided in the fabric health, switch health, and port health is switch-vendor-specific.  If any data is not valid,”..” is displayed in the appropriate column.



FMS Notification of a MAPS event at FOS 7.4+

• If configured, MAPS events get stored on the switch and CUP can access them:
– Rules violations cause CUP to alert z/OS Health Check making these visible to z/OS.

• IBM Health Checker for z/OS handles CUP’s unsolicited device interrupts and 
can then provide information to mainframe operations about whatever fabric 
issues have been identified:

• This enhanced zHealth Checker provides the user with information about those 
triggered MAPS events (i.e. a fenced port, etc.) and other useful data:

– The content and format of this data is similar to the output of the D M=DEV command 
(described in DISPLAY M=DEV command) with the ROUTE=BOTH, HEALTH options. 
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A z/OS Health Checker and CUP Diagnostics Enhancement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FOS v7.4 introduces FICON notification as a new action that enables MAPS events to be sent to FMS with detailed event information upon rule violations. FMS CUP can translate these MAPS events into FICON-specific Health Summary Check reports via the z/OS I/O Health Checker. In order to send the MAPS triggered events notification, MAPS supports the new action configurable at rule and maps global action level. The rules with FICON notification action are part of all three default policies such as dflt_aggressive_policy, dflt_moderate_policy and dflt_conservative_policy. In the active policy, if FICON notification action is configured for any triggered events, then MAPS sends the notification to FMS with event information. In the active policy, if FICON notification action is configured, then MAPS sends the notification to FMS CUP with following event information:Triggered event rule nameObject and its type on which the event was triggeredSeverity of the eventCondition on which the event was triggeredConcerned monitor details 

https://www-01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSLTBW_2.1.0/com.ibm.zos.v2r1.ieag100/ieag1_diagswfabric_detrep.htm?lang=en-us#dmdevcmd


IBM Health Checker for z/OS



IBM Health Checker for z/OS

• Objective: Identify potential problems before they impact your 
availability, or in worse cases, cause outages.

• Checks the current active z/OS and sysplex settings and definitions for a 
system and compares the values to those suggested by IBM, or defined 
by you.

• Not meant to be a diagnostic or monitoring tool, but a continuously 
running preventative that finds potential problems.

• Produces output in the form of detailed messages to let you know of 
both potential problems and suggested actions to take.
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What is a check?

• A check is a program or routine that identifies potential problems 
before they impact your availability or cause outages.

• Checks analyze a configuration in the following ways:
– Changes in settings or configuration values that occur dynamically over the 

life of an IPL.
– Threshold levels approaching upper limits
– Single points of failure in a configuration

• A check issues its output as messages (exceptions)
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IBM Health Checker for z/OS and I/O
• Fabric Monitoring and Reporting utilizing CUP Diagnostics Alerts

– The fabric monitor collects routing and health information from the switch 
periodically after it is triggered by one of the following unusual conditions: 
• Command response time monitoring or I/O rate time monitoring detected 

a discrepancy.
• The switch presents an alert message indicating a problem within the 

fabric (MAPS alert)
• An IFCC or interface time out occurs due to errors that occurred between 

the channel and source port or the CU and the destination port.
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IBM Health Checker for z/OS and I/O
• Fabric monitoring and reporting can only occur when the channel is 

connected to a switch device and the control unit definition for the path 
is defined in the IODF with a two-byte link address.

• Until the route is healthy (no unusual conditions are detected for an 
extended period of time), diagnostic information about the affected 
source or destination route will be obtained from the switch by the 
monitor at an internally defined interval. 

• Many routes can be monitored simultaneously.
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IBM Health Checker for z/OS

• Health Checker is used to detect and monitor 
performance and RAS issues: 
 Within the CEC
 Within the CEC’s peripherals.

• The preponderance of I/O fabric operations are 
invisible to z/OS, which cannot quickly react to 
nor troubleshoot those issues

• CUP Diagnostics enables z Systems to receive 
direct alerts about fabric problem.

• Once a problem is identified, Health Checker can 
then proactively gather additional, detailed 
information about the fabric (e.g. components, 
topologies, ISL routing, and fabric problems)

Now Leverages CUP Diagnostics 29

CUP
IOS

Health
Check

Detecting previously invisible
fabric issues and errors. 

• Since IBM z/OS v1.7
• Since FOS v7.4.0a

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brocade will provide visibility into our fabric(s) and connectivity to our ISL Link Bottleneck Detection mechanism to the IBM z/OS Health CheckerCUP uses any triggered MAPS events to create “Health Check Alerts”.  These Health Check Alerts are sent to z System host(s), using the FICON Unsolicited Alert Status mechanism, to notify the host(s) of MAPS-detected conditions.  The z/OS Health Checker can then issue subsequent FICON CCW commands back to the CUP to retrieve detailed and contextual information about the alert.IBM Health Checker for z/OS reports if any switches which support CUP diagnostics capabilities have indicated unusual health conditions on connected channel paths.While z/OS has historically provided sophisticated I/O monitoring and recovery, these Health Checker reports will expose newly available diagnostic data provided directly from the switch.  These health checks will enable additional insight into a user’s fabric problems such as hardware errors, I/O misconfigurations, or fabric congestion.



IOS_CMRTIME_MONITOR

• Detects if any control units are reporting inconsistent average initial 
command response (CMR) time for their attached channel paths.

• Initial CMR time is a component of response time 
– measures the round trip delay of the fabric with minimal channel and 

control unit involvement
– can be a symptom of potential problems in the FICON SAN fabric.  

• By monitoring this measurement alone and comparing it among the 
paths to a CU, fabric issues like hardware errors, misconfiguration and 
congestion may be more easily detected.
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IOS_CMRTIME_MONITOR

• The check issues an exception if at least one CU in the system has a path 
with an average CMR time that is the highest among the other paths to 
the CU and meets the following conditions:

– Average CMR time for this path is greater than the THRESHOLD check 
parameter value.

– Average CMR time for this path is significantly higher (defined by 
RATIO) than the path with the lowest average CMR time for this CU

• Let’s look at an example
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Example IOS_CMRTIME_MONITOR

• Path 1, average CMR time=11ms
• Path 2, average CMR time=3ms
• Path 3, average CMR time=2ms
• Path 4, average CMR time=4ms

• If THRESHOLD is 3ms and RATIO is 5, the check issues an exception 
because path 1 has a CMR time (11ms) > 3ms and is also 5x the CMR 
time for path 3 (2ms)
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IOS_FABRIC_MONITOR

• Reports if any switches which support CUP diagnostic capabilities have 
indicated unusual health conditions on connected channel paths.

• When a switch determines that there is a performance problem with a 
path, it will signal to z/OS that such a problem has been found and 
diagnostic data is available. 

– Results in the route being monitored by z/OS and at regular intervals z/OS 
obtaining health diagnostic data.
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IOS_FABRIC_MONITOR

• The fabric monitor health check (IOS_FABRIC_MONITOR) exposes possible 
issues by generating exceptions and reports for the routes being monitored. 

• The routing and health data obtained by the monitor is reproduced in the 
report for analysis. 

• The content and format of this data is similar to the output of the D M=DEV 
command (described in DISPLAY M=DEV command) with the ROUTE=BOTH, 
HEALTH options. 

• See IBM Health Checker for z/OS User's Guide for more information about this 
health check.
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Example- Port 08 on switch B3 is fenced
Example of how a Fenced Port in a fabric would be detected and reported
IOSHC120I Fabric Health Report
The following channel paths show fabric health issues:
FABRIC HEALTH EXCEPTION DETECTED AT: 09/29/2015 14:31:18.301627
CHPID=09, Entry link=2245, Exit link=B310, Suspect port=**
Source to destination routing information follows:
Switch Domain=22, Type=Source Director                          

Group
Port  Type       From       To         Agg Dyn Speed       Misc
45   Entry       Chan      Agg F8        ..          16G       Dynamic
F8   Exit         A000      B308      F8        ..          16G
F9   Exit         A000      B309      F8        ..          16G
Switch Domain=B3, Type=Destination Director                         

Group
Port Type       From        To         Agg Dyn Speed      Misc
08  Entry       22F8        B310      F8        ..          16G
09  Entry       22F9        B310      F8        ..          16G
10  Exit         Mult CU          ..         ..          16G

Page 1 of 2
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IBM Health Checker for z/OS
Example of how a Fenced Port in a fabric would be detected and reported
Health information follows:
Fabric Health=Port Error
Switch Domain=22, Health=No health issues

%Util %Delay      Error Count      Opt Signal
Port Health          Trn/Rcv Trn/Rcv Trn/Recv Trn/Recv
45  Port Normal     0/0            0/0               0/0                 -4.5/-7.4
F8  Port Normal     0/0            0/0               0/0                 -2.4/-2.9
F9  Port Normal     0/0            0/0               0/0                 -4.5/-7.4
Switch Domain=B3, Health=Port error

%Util %Delay       Error Count       Opt Signal
Port Health          Trn/Rcv Trn/Rcv Trn/Recv Trn/Recv
08  Port Fenced    0/0           0/0                  0/0                    ../-6.7
09  Port Normal     0/0           0/0                  0/0               -2.4/-2.1
10   Port Normal    0/0           0/0                  0/0               -4.5/-7.4

* Medium Severity Exception * 
IOSHC119E Fabric health issues have been detected

X

Page 2 of 2
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CUP Diagnostics – Find Optical Signal Specs in MyBrocade
Command Output Example – Health Information – Found Problems
Health information follows:

Fabric Health=Port Error

Switch Domain=22, Health=BRD020-Port Error
%Util %Delay  Error Count    Opt Signal

Port Health                                           Trn/Rcv Trn/Rcv Trn/Recv Trn/Recv
45  BRP031-Bottleneck Detect 99/0        0/0          0/0              -4.8/-6.6
F8  No health issues                            32/44      8/0          0/0              -4.9/-6.6
F9  BRP030-Port Fenced 0/0        0/0          0/0                  ../-6.6
FA  No health issues                            32/44      8/0          0/0             -4.9/-6.6
FB  No health issues                           32/44      8/0          0/0             -4.9/-6.6

Switch Domain=B3, Health=No health issues
%Util %Delay   Error Count    Opt Signal

Port Health                                           Trn/Rcv Trn/Rcv Trn/Recv Trn/Recv
08  No health issues                            44/32       0/8          0/0             -2.5/-3.8

Buffer Credits causing some slowdown as
the adjacent port’s receive BCs are all in use
(Inconsistent I/O Elongation 8% of the time)
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Presentation Notes
And the health option of the display matrix command will provide information about every SFP+ that is transited by a frame from its source to its target.This is where the user can see the signal strength being generated by each SFP+ for both Transmit and ReceiveFor the health portion of the display, a description of the health of the fabric, each switch, and each port is displayed, as well as the following information for each port: When the Host makes a Health-type query to the CUP/Fabric, the CUP can supply Health Summary Codes for each node (Director or Port), that has an abnormal condition.   Associated with each HSC Code is an HSC Text string that describes the condition.  This is the text that is displayed in the “Health” column of the z/OS display. The % transmit/receive utilization indicates the percent utilization of the total transmit or receive bandwidth available at the port.The %Delay Trn (transmit) field (highlighted by blue circle in the output shown above) reports the percent of requests for the associated Transmit port that were delayed because all the Receive buffers at the other end of the link are in use.The %Delay Rcv (receive) field reports the percent of requests that were delayed because this port had no available Receive buffers.The error count is the number of errors detected on the port affecting the transmission or receipt of frames on the port. This is a sum of the errors counted over the fabric diagnostic interval, which is set to 30 seconds by z/OS®.The optical signal column indicates the signal strength of the fibre optic signal being transmitted/received by this port, in units of dBm (such as, denotes an absolute power level measured in decibels and referenced to 1 milliwatt).This example of the health data shows that there are some health problems within the fabric as shown by the fabric and switch text Port Error.  There are a combination of bottleneck detected errors, slow draining device detected errors and some ports that have been fenced.  Note:  The errors above were manufactured by the author so that the reader could see some of the possible error indications that a user might experience during actual operations.  The text provided in the fabric health, switch health, and port health is switch-vendor-specific.  If any data is not valid,”..” is displayed in the appropriate column.



Exit port on switch has 
a normal Tx power 
level (0.38), but the 

power on its receiver 
(Rx) control unit port 
was very low (-8.53)

That caused Invalid 
transmission words 

(ITW) which are frame 
bit errors which 

normally result from 
faulty SFPs, cables, etc.

New I/O Management Capabilities
Control Unit Alerting About Too Many Bit Errors

(Reference the vendor SFP information provided in the notes on this slide)

The
problem

is a failing
SFP

The
consequence
was bit errors

(Operator initiated action)
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Presentation Notes
On the slide you can see that a Display Matrix command was issued to have Read Diagnostic Parameters (LINKINFO parameter) provide the user with information about the path from CHPID 01F0 to LCU port 0032 including any intervening switching devices.In this example, you can see that the channel port (01F0) is on a 16 Gbps FICON card (Capable Speed is 16G), that it is currently operating at 16G (Operating Speed), and that it has 90 buffers.You can also see that the FICON Director ports (2E and 29) are Gen 5, 16 Gbps capable ports and are indeed running at 16 Gbps. And both the ingress port (2E) and the egress port (29) have 8 buffer credits assigned to them.The storage LCU (0032) has 16 Gbps I/O adapters installed and they are indeed operating at 16 Gbps and has 90 buffer credits assigned.This is all valuable information that could be entered in your buffer credit calculation tool or into the CLI portCfgLongDistance command.In order to provide you with all of the information that is shown, the Brocade switch must be using FOS v7.4.0 or later. The control unit in this example was an IBM DS8870 and it must be running firmware level 7.5 or later and the control unit also has to have 16 Gbps ports. For example, if 8 Gbps port adapters were in use then all of the fields would report as “Not Avail”, which is of course not available.The problem, as was highlighted in red (by the author and not by RDP) is that an optical component, the receiver (Rx) is failing in the LCU port. As it began failing errors in the form of Invalid Transmission Word bit errors began mounting up. Although not fully failed yet, catching it at this stage allows the user to gracefully bring the link offline without causing any further I/O flow or link problems.Brocade Optical Transceiver Information:16G – SWL: http://www.brocade.com/en/backend-content/pdf-page.html?/content/dam/common/documents/content-types/datasheet/16gbps-swl-spf-ds.pdf16/10G – SWL: http://www.brocade.com/en/backend-content/pdf-page.html?/content/dam/common/documents/content-types/datasheet/16gbps-10gbps-quad-rate-swl-sfp-ds.pdf16G – LWL: http://www.brocade.com/en/backend-content/pdf-page.html?/content/dam/common/documents/content-types/datasheet/sfp-16gbps-lwl-ds.pdf16G – ELWL: http://www.brocade.com/en/backend-content/pdf-page.html?/content/dam/common/documents/content-types/datasheet/brocade-16gbps-elwl-ds.pdf



Health Check Report

Health information follows:               

Fabric Health=Port Error            
Switch Domain=20, Health=No health issues

%Util  %Delay   Error Count Opt Sign
Port Health                   Trn/Rcv Trn/Rcv   Trn/Recv    Trn/Rec    
00  Port Normal                1/0     0/0       0/0      +0.1/+0.2
01  Port Normal                2/3     0/0       0/0      +0.2/+0.2
02  Port Normal                0/0     0/0       0/0      +0.2/+0.4
03  Port Normal                0/1     0/0       0/0      +0.4/+0.7
04  Port Normal                2/1     0/0       0/0      +0.2/+0.1

Switch Domain=30, Health=Port Error       
%Util  %Delay   Error Count Opt Sign

Port Health                   Trn/Rcv Trn/Rcv   Trn/Recv    Trn/Rec        
10  High Error Count           2/2     0/0      93/26     +0.9/+0.8
11  Port Normal                0/0     0/0       0/0      +0.2/+0.2
12  Port Normal                1/0     0/0       0/0      +0.2/+0.4
13  Port Normal                1/2     0/0       0/0      +0.4/+0.7
18  Port Normal                0/0     0/0       0/0      +0.2/+0.1
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z/OS Health Checker
Fabric Monitoring and Reporting utilizing CUP Diagnostics Alerts

• Here is an example 
of the MAPS events 
that can be 
monitored

• FMS as an action 
brings into play CUP 
Diagnostics
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